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Map databases traditionally capture snapshot representations of the world following strict data collection and representation guidelines. The content of these
map databases is often assessed using data quality metrics focusing on accuracy, completeness and consistency. The success of volunteered geographic
information, supporting evolving representations of the world based on fluid
guidelines, has rendered these measures insufficient. In this paper, we address
the need to capture the variability in quality of a map database. We propose a
new spatial data quality measure — dataset maturity — enabling assessment
of the database based on temporal trends in feature definitions, specifically
geometry type definitions. The proposed measure can be (1) efficiently used to
identify feature definition patterns reflecting community consensus that could
be formalised in community guidelines; and (2) deployed to identify regions
that would benefit from increased editorial activity to achieve greater map
homogeneity. We demonstrate the measure based on the content of the OpenStreetMap database in four regions of the world, and show how the proposed
dataset maturity measure captures a distinct quality of the datasets, distinct
to data completeness and consistency.

Keywords: Spatial data quality; Volunteered geographic information; temporal change;
feature definition; geometry type conversion.

1.

Introduction

Rapid mapping technologies have substantially decreased the costs and intervals between re-mapping parts of the world, leading to ever-richer, and increasingly global map
databases. Similarly, the versatility and support for continuous updating of Volunteered
Geographic Information databases (VGI, see Goodchild 2007) enables a large number of
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research and industrial applications (for overview, see Arsanjani et al. 2015a). With this,
the need to assess the spatial variation in data quality increases.
In VGI databases such as OpenStreetMap1 (OSM), data are gathered in an ad-hoc
manner and input according to loose and changing guidelines. This is supported by
non-relational storage based on key-value pairs, with a small set of keys and a nonrestricted domain for values. This storage model trades control for increased flexibility.
As a consequence, features belonging to the same feature class may not be represented
homogeneously, leading to the emergence of local variation of feature definition based on
individual preferences. This is in many ways a desirable trait of VGI databases that adapt
to regional conceptualisations of the world. It can, however, also lead to inconsistencies
at a more local scale. These inconsistencies cause problems to the end-users and are an
impediment for the wider applicability of the datasets, even in areas with good data
coverage.
Consider a classic example of computing primary school catchments from OSM data
in a GIS, using Voronoi diagrams. Currently, these data may be in two separate data
layers. Some schools may stored as point of interest features, while others are represented
as campuses. A separate workflow is required to gather the schools in a single dataset
without duplicates, containing only point representations of the school centroids before
the main analysis can be undertaken. This is cumbersome and requires manual inspection
of the data.
In this paper, we aim to provide a measure of the dataset maturity based on the
assessment of the variation in feature definitions, as a tool enabling the users to assess
the data prior to use. We address the research question: Can temporal trends in feature
definitions be harnessed to assess the local maturity of a dataset?
We hypothesize that datasets collected based on loose guidelines go through a dynamic
process of content change: initial mapping efforts focus on the coverage of the dataset,
thus initially emphasizing coverage (completeness) over precision (or level of detail) and
consistency. In time, a consensus emerges between map contributors and editors on how
features of a given type should be defined and a re-mapping effort ensues. If our hypothesis is valid and such trends can be detected, the analysis of feature definition patterns
can be used to measure local dataset maturity.
Consider the temporal change in geometry definition in the place of worship feature
class in OSM between 2009 and 2015 (Figure 1). It shows a change in geometric definition
of a few features from points to polygons—the geometry type conversion. If the observed
temporal trend for this feature class is to be increasingly defined as polygons, then the
conversion of this feature from a point to a polygon is a marker of locally increasing
dataset maturity.
The main contribution of this paper is a methodology that:
• Enables identification of geometry type conversions in versioned spatial data changelogs;
• Assesses representative trends in feature geometry definitions based on the most common feature classes;
• Evaluates geometry type maturity for each feature in a class;
• Quantifies the spatial variation in dataset maturity based on an aggregate assessment
from a set of feature classes.
We demonstrate the applicability of this method based on the changeset of the OSM
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Figure 1. A comparison of features of class place of worship in 2009 and 2015

database, observing the geometry type conversions of OSM features. Dividing the study
areas using a tessellation of hexagons, we measure the local dataset maturity as a function
of aggregate individual feature definition assessments. We apply the method to four
significant metropolitan regions in the UK, USA and Australia with extensive OSM
data coverage. We show that dataset maturity captures a distinct aspect of data quality
(aka fitness for use, Devillers et al. (2007)) to completeness and coverage. The proposed
methodology can be used for evaluating the spatial variation in dataset maturity and to
identify regions that require increased editor attention.
This paper is structured as follows: in Section 2 we review existing research into spatial
data quality, in particular with application to VGI and OSM datasets. In Section 3 we
define dataset maturity and present the main steps in our methodology to measure it.
We then briefly discuss the OSM data model (Section 4) and describe the OSM data
extracted for four study areas (Section 5). In Section 6 we describe the experimental
analysis and the results of the application of our methodology on the data, and discuss
the results in Section 7. We conclude with Section 8 summarizing our contribution and
outlining potential extensions to this work.

2.
2.1.

Background
Spatial Data Quality Assessment of VGI datasets

Traditionally, map data were gathered systematically and represented and stored according to a strictly defined set of rules for each feature class. Most spatial datasets
follow a feature class model based on a relational schema with multiple non-geometric
attributes and usually a single geometric attribute of a homogeneous spatial data type.
Thus, each feature instance follows a strongly typed schema, enabling control — or at
least a measure — of map database consistency. The standard geographic information
quality components applied to traditional spatial data by ISO (19157: 2013) are completness (the presence or absence of features, their attributes and relationships), logical
consistency, positional and thematic accuracy and temporal quality, and usability. These
components are adequate for datasets with data quality scrutinised to a given fixed timestamp, controlled data collection methods and a strict definition schema, with respect to
which the completeness, accuracy and consistency of a dataset may be defined.
Peculiarities of VGI datasets impact on the applicability of ISO (19157: 2013) data
quality components. In many VGI projects (e.g., OSM), data are gathered progressively
and input according to a set of loose guidelines. VGI datasets, often with a global cov-
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erage, aim at empowering local communities by representing the world using locally
applicable conceptualisations (Elwood 2008). As a consequence, the definition of feature
types will vary through space and time. Features of a feature class may vary in definition based on individual preferences of mappers or based on a community consensus.
For example, features of type school may be represented as points in one region and as
polygons in another, based on the choices of the individual mapper or mapping group.
The semantics of features may also be captured by a different set of attributes (keys)
with widely variable values in projects using non-relational storage models. This poses
problems applying the logical consistency parameter of ISO (19157: 2013), as none of the
conceptual, logical or physical schemas are violated: any valid geometry is accepted by
the physical and logical schemas and the conceptual schema (community guidelines) do
not impose a restriction on geometry definition. Thus, while a degree of spatial variation
in feature definition is desirable in VGI, excessive local variation poses data usability
problems.
The quality of data in VGI datasets is an intrinsic concern for the users. Antoniou and
Skopeliti (2015) distinguish between VGI quality measures and VGI quality indicators.
Senaratne et al. (2016) add data mining to the classification of VGI quality assurance
methods previously classified as crowd-sourcing, social and geographical approaches by
Goodchild and Li (2012). Indeed, the automated discovery of patterns in VGI data can
help with the assesment of the dataset’s quality. Vandecasteele and Devillers (2013)
provided three alternative categories for intrinsic data quality analysis: data centric, user
centric and context centric. In combination, this paper uses a data mining, context centric
approach leading to a new quality measure and a derived normalized index.

2.2.

OSM Data Quality Evaluation

Numerous studies have applied ISO (19157: 2013) measures to evaluate the quality of
OSM, often against authoritative map datasets as ground-truth (Girres and Touya 2010,
Haklay et al. 2010, Hecht et al. 2013, Ludwig et al. 2011). These studies confirmed high
and improving positional accuracy and completness of OSM in densely populated areas
(Haklay et al. 2010) and confirming the applicability of Linus’s Law.
Gröchenig et al. (2014) used the OSM changelog to evaluate the temporal dynamics of
the global OSM mapping progress, identifying areas with low, moderate and high growth,
and those that reached saturation. The latter two categories are where the method proposed in this paper becomes primarily applicable. Mooney et al. (2010b) noted the value
of this changelog for data quality evaluation in the absence of ground truth data. Ali
et al. (2016a) explored rule-based systems to suggest appropriate thematic classification
of features based on association rules, and performed a user evaluation of this approach
in Ali et al. (2016b). Mülligann et al. (2011) considered the relative location of features
as confirming or questioning their validity, for example, is it likely that a pub will be
located next to a nursing home? Mooney and Corcoran (2012) analysed the descriptive
attributes (tags) of heavily edited objects and found no strong correlation between the
number of editors and the number of tags. Arsanjani et al. (2015b) studied the temporal dynamics in OSM contributions as a function of contributor activity and provided a
model to forecast future growth of the dataset.
OSM lacks explicit user recognition indicators, such as those used by StackExchange.com, airbnb or eBay.com. To address this, Keßler et al. (2011) developed a model
to assess the trustworthiness of features based on five measures, three that increase trust
(versions: higher number of iterations, users: more users - more eyes, confirmations: for
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example, when another editor changes a node geometry, but leaves the tags intact, then
the tags are confirmed as being correct), and two that decrease trust (rollbacks: when
a tag is reset to the previous value, tag corrections: when key tag values are changed).
For user assessment, Mooney and Corcoran (2014) examined interaction and cooperation
between OSM contributors. While confirming that senior mappers perform the majority
of work in OSM, they are also active in repairing work by lower frequency contributors.
van Exel et al. (2010) suggest an approach where a feature is considered positively recognised when many nearby features have been edited while the evaluated feature has not
been altered.
A number of tools facilitate the quality assurance process for OSM contributors. Barron
et al. (2014) developed a tool to report on several quality measures including the number
of active users in an area and completeness of road networks. In the latter case, roads
are flagged as close to completion when local user activity remains high and road lengths
remain constant. This study also included tests for logical consistency of road networks.
The logical schema of the OSM dataset attributes is only loosely defined, and the OSM
Wiki 1 provides access to the somewhat fluid, community defined, global and local tag
guidelines. Ballatore et al. (2013) used a semantic network based on the OSM Wiki to
dynamically assist editors in their choice of tags via the JOSM tool2 , one of the most
popular OSM editors, while Vandecasteele and Devillers (2013) used semantic similarity
measurement between tags to achieve a similar outcome.
The process of semantic negotiation and consensus-reaching in OSM has been studied
by Ballatore and Mooney (2015). As they note, the OSM is “destined to remain a multiauthored, unfinished and transient product”, directly impacting on its usability. While
in OSM content cannot be controlled, it can be assessed and quantified. In this paper,
we focus on the level of local consensus reached in the dataset by studying the temporal
trends in geometry type definition for a set of dominant feature classes. To our knowledge,
the appropriate geometry type definition for a feature, in relation its class trend and local
context, has not been yet studied.

3.

Dataset Maturity

Dataset maturity is a measure of the variance that can be expected within a (sub)set
of the data for aspects that are not yet codified. As such, measuring trends in dataset
maturity is a way to estimate what aspects should be further formalized.
Definition 3.1: Dataset maturity is the extent to which the data in a dataset or
its logical subset (e.g., spatial, temporal) have converged towards a tacit, consensual, and
undocumented feature definition.
Dataset maturity can only meaningfully be assessed once the dataset is considered
conceptually, logically or physically consistent with the schemas, rules and/or guidelines,
as per ISO (19157: 2013). To measure the maturity of a dataset, we propose to analyze the
temporal sequence of dataset versions. Each version (snapshot) consists of a consistent
representation of the real world at a given time, yet the changes between the versions
allow us to identify and track the evolution of community consensus about the definition
of specific feature classes. Beyond the steps outlined below, an initial, first, pre-processing
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step may need to be considered: the identification of a time series of features over time.
This step depends on the internal mechanisms of the target dataset and the way the
identity of a feature is propagated across versions. This step is necessary for OSM but
may not be required for other databases (see Section 5.2). The main steps of the method
are:
(1) Feature identification and classification The first step in the method requires the identification of a (sub)set of features used to assess the maturity of
the dataset. These can be a set of features of given class(es) (e.g., the N most
common/representative feature classes in the dataset, such as school, church,
pub);
(2) Feature definition conversions To assesses the maturity of an individual feature by examining the dynamics of feature definitions in time, a representative
characteristic of feature definitions needs to be identified. In this paper, we suggest that geometry type definition is a significant and understudied aspect of
spatial datasets that carries strong signals about the maturity of a dataset. We
thus focus on the conversion from point-based to polygon-based definitions of
features over time, hypothesizing that an increased level of detail is a strong indicator of higher maturity of the dataset. There are other conversions that may also
signalise a progress in local dataset maturity, such as change in feature attribute
sets;
(3) Feature class trend analysis Having established that a feature class is targeted
for feature definition conversion by the contributors and editors, the features
within a class are examined to identify the trends in feature class definition.
Thus, we identify the tacit consensus in feature definitions that is not yet codified
but towards which the community converges. This may later become a suitable
candidate for formalisation in the mapper guidelines or a schema.
(4) Feature maturity assessment If a clear trend exists in feature definitions in a
given feature class, the maturity of each feature in the class can be scored against
the desired target definition;
(5) Localised dataset maturity assessment based on the partial maturity scores
for features in the assessed classes, a local dataset maturity score is computed by
aggregating the individual feature scores for the entire dataset or its subset (e.g.,
spatial partition). The variation of localised dataset maturity can then be used
as a data quality evaluation component.

4.

OSM Data Model

The OGC Simple Features model (Herring 2010) is based on the traditional relational data model extended with geometric data types (e.g., (Multi)Point, (Multi)Line,
(Multi)Polygon). In contrast, OSM has a feature model based on the definition of three
element types 1 , all of them defined by derivation from a single geometric primitive, a
point. A node defines a simple feature defined as a point in space. A way defines lines
or polygons as ordered sequences of nodes. A closed way is used to define a polygonal
geometry with the first and last nodes having the same ID. Thus, OSM does not distinguish between a coordinate pair representing a vertex of a line or polygon, and a node. A
relation is a collection of nodes and/or ways and possibly semantic specifications (e.g.,
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turn restriction). This allows for the nesting of elements, e.g., grounds, buildings, car
park, café that together define a hospital relation.
OSM features are conceptually modelled as elements with associated tags. Tags are
key-value pairs used to describe the semantics of elements, e.g. building=school. Each
element has at least the following non-descriptive tags associated: an element id, the
userid of the creator/editor, changeset identifier, a version number, and the visible
boolean parameter, distinguishing obsolete content from current content. Combined, the
values of these tags allow us to trace the evolution of the dataset in time.
A set of descriptive tags stores the semantics of a feature. This set is not defined in
a strict schema, and a series of national and global best practices and guidelines govern
the tags and their content. In principle, all users are free to define the tags and their
values. Some of these tags are well established and strongly encouraged, while the usage
of other tags and their values varies. The consistency of the tag values is usually assisted
by the keyword suggestion of the OSM editors, but is otherwise not controlled. This loose
typing of OSM features is one of the reasons traditional consistency measures are not
easily applicable to evaluate data quality. OSM recommends using the amenity key as
the feature classifier but this is not always followed by contributors.
OSM mechanisms do not support edits to the geometric definition of an existing feature
— here called an element type conversion. For a feature to be converted from a point to
a polygonal geometry, a feature defined using a node element type must be deleted and a
feature with a closed-way element type must be created. Figure 2 illustrates this process.
In the example, initially a feature defined using a node element type is defined in 2009,
with descriptive details updated in 2010 (name tag added). In 2015 the point feature
is made invisible (the equivalent of deletion in a versioned dataset) and a new feature
defined using a closed-way element is created with identical descriptive attributes. The
boolean flag visible indicates, for the highest version of an element only that it is the
current content of the dataset. A contributor can make several additions, edits, deletions
within one edit session before committing the changes to the dataset. This is identified
as a unique changeset in OSM.

Figure 2. Feature evolution example. Version 3 and version 1 (2015) are part of the same
changeset.
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Data Extraction and Pre-processing
OSM Data for Study Regions

The OSM project provides access to the historical changelog of the OSM database1 ,
containing edits to all nodes, ways and relations over the full history of each element,
including invisible (deleted) elements. This is a unique opportunity to analyse the spatiotemporal dynamics of change in data definitions, representations, and semantics. OSM
data were extracted from the changelog up to 31 December 2015 to enable full year
comparisons. The complete history of changes is present for all edits since October 2007,
when OSM API 0.5 was introduced. For objects created prior to this date, only a snapshot
of the dataset at the time of changeover from API 0.4 is available. Additional elements
have been removed from the database in 2013 if the contributors did not accept the
change to the Open Database Licence (ODbL)2 .
We extracted data for four metropolitan study areas identified by their official administrative boundaries: London, Birmingham (both UK), Chicago (USA) and Melbourne
(AU). These are large, English-speaking population centres with extensive OSM data
coverage approaching saturation and high levels of activity. Two UK cities were selected
to provide comparative analysis from the country with possibly the richest OSM data.
Chicago was selected to assess how editing may be affected in areas where large government data dumps have been made available, in this case, the Topologically Integrated
Geographic Encoding and Referencing (TIGER) data from the US Census. Finally, Melbourne was chosen as a suitable local reference (in OSM, local knowledge is highly valued). Two additional cities have been analysed (Nairobi, Kenya and Christchurch, NZ),
as locations that have attracted attention of the OSM community. These are not discussed in detail in the main text as they do not have a sufficient bulk of data and/or do
not manifest patterns of additional interest (see Supplementary information).
In this dataset, London is represented by 3.7 million unique elements, Birmingham
by 1.8 million elements, Chicago by 6.8 million elements and Melbourne by 0.5 million
elements. Throughout OSM history, spikes in activity have been noted, in particular after
satellite imagery or authoritative data dumps are purchased or donated to the project.
Figure 3 illustrates the addition of elements in each study area as a percentage of the
current total (to 31st December 2015). Note the effect of the bulk import of TIGER data
in Chicago (2011-2012), with no significant new data contributions since. TIGER data
do not include points of interest and the dataset has a slow update cycle (Haklay et al.
2010). For Birmingham, significant activity started in 2010 when funds were raised to
purchase aerial imagery supporting manual vectorisation efforts1 . A progressive increase
in data additions can be observed for both London and Melbourne. As noted by Mooney
and Corcoran (2014), London has not had the benefit of large data dumps, and spikes
in added or edited features are largely due to well coordinated OSM mapping parties.

5.2.

Feature Identification

We restrict this study to the set of features in the OSM history that have at least one
descriptive tag associated with at least one of the revisions of the element. We thus
cover for all possible OSM feature creation pathways, such as when descriptive tags are
1 http://planet.openstreetmap.org/planet/full-history/,

accessed 10 August 2016
accessed 10 August 2016
1 http://wiki.openstreetmap.org/wiki/Birmingham, accessed 10 August 2016
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Figure 3. Cumulative sums showing the evolution of the datasets in the four study areas as
percentage of current total of features.

added or removed to an existing element, or when a feature is demoted to an element of
a containing feature. We exclude a subset of provenance-related tags from consideration (e.g., createdby, source, tiger:county, tiger:tlid, tiger:upload uuid,
tiger:source, tiger:reviewed.
Figure 4 shows the cumulative annual counts of identified, visible features of the three
element types nodes, ways and relations. Note that relations have a significantly smaller
count in all study areas. London, historically the location of the most intense OSM
mapping activity has the richest set of relations (combinations of multiple features).
This contrasts with Chicago, which has an extensive dataset imported from TIGER, but
with comparatively poor local mapping activity resulting in a low number of relations.

5.3.

Feature Classification

Feature annotation in OSM is highly variable and may depend on more than a single
tag. The amenity tag key is recommended as the primary indicator of a feature class,
for example amenity=school, but not all features are assigned an amenity tag.
Thus, additional criteria for feature classification are necessary. We first identify all
features with correctly set amenity tags and examine the most frequently occurring
additional tag keys and values. Commonly occurring tag keys-value pairs identified
are then used as secondary indicators of feature class where the amenity tag is missing. For example, for feature class place of worship, other frequently associated tag
keys include building, with values including Church or Mosque. Feature classification for place of worship then includes features where amenity is not defined, but
at least one of the following tags is present: building=church, building=mosque, name=
...Church, name=...Mosque. Similarly, for the class school tags building=school, or
name=...School apply. Note that for the building tag, the OSM Wiki provides a list of
applicable values1 , e.g., retail, commercial, church and school.
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(a) London

(b) Birmingham

(c) Chicago

(d) Melbourne

Figure 4. Feature counts for the four study areas (secondary axis for relations only, due to lower
counts).

5.4.

Element Type Conversions

Following the extraction of a candidate feature set (identification and classification), all
node to closed-way geometry type conversions must be identified. In this paper, this has
been done automatically through a combination of SQL and Python scripts, operationalising the following criteria for inclusion in the conversion set:
• The name tag value is identical for the node and closed-way
• The name tag value is similar for the node and closed-way, with additional time and
distance constraints applied.
• The amenity tag value for the node and closed-way are the same, with additional time
and distance constraints applied.
The time constraint relates to the time between deletion of the node and creation/update of the closed-way. The distance constraint relates to the distance between
the node and the centre point of the closed-way. Time and distance constraints are defined as the maximum values in the 95th percentile of results from condition one. Name
similarity has been established by counting the number of trigrams the names share1 . A
positive match is identified for a similarity >0.5, on a scale of 0 to 1.
Figure 5 shows the top five feature classes targeted for geometry type conversion in
each of the four study areas, with notable commonalities: place of worship occurs in
the top three among all study areas, with school being the second most frequently
occurring feature class. These lists also point to similar cultural connections between the
regions with pub being a frequently targeted feature for conversion in three of the study
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areas. We selected the top three feature classes in each study area for further analysis.
This number can be set higher for a more refined evaluation.

(a) London

(b) Birmingham

(c) Chicago

(d) Melbourne

Figure 5. Top 5 feature classes targeted for conversion in the four study areas.

5.5.

Contributor Assessment

Mooney and Corcoran (2014) and others noted the long tail distribution in user contributions in VGI datasets — a minority of contributors author the majority of edits.
The number of conversions by individual contributors is assessed and compared to their
overall contribution ranking for the analysed areas. If a user’s overall contribution is low,
and the number of their node to closed-way conversions is high, it is possible they are
predominantly focused on a small set of repair tasks. If the majority of node to closedway conversions for a specific feature class were performed by such users, it would not be
a suitable class for assessing overall regional dataset maturity. However, if contributors
involved in node to closed-way conversion are highly active, this is indicative (though
not a confirmation) of broader attention to features in the area.
In London, 352 unique contributors were identified as having converted a node to
a closed-way (5376 in total). Figure 6 lists the top five contributors for the the top
three feature classes. The number in brackets next to each contributor indicates their
ranking in overall contributions for the area. For each class, this form of conversion is
predominantly executed by senior mappers (Mooney and Corcoran 2014) and confirmed
by the involvement of multiple other senior mappers.
This pattern of conversions by senior mappers is reflected in the other three study areas
(Figure 7). Birmingham stands out with the highest contributor significantly ahead of
the next, who in turn has many more conversions than the remaining contributors. The
first two converters are active contributors of new features in Birmingham. In Melbourne,
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(a) school

(b) pub

(c) place of worship

Figure 6. London: Count of feature class conversions by contributors.

two active converters are relatively low in overall ranking for new feature contributions,
but their conversions are in line with a larger number of less active editors, e.g., there are
97 parking conversions in total by 13 distinct contributors, thus confirming a consensus
for the feature class.

(a) Birmingham

(b) Chicago

(c) Melbourne

Figure 7. Combined counts of feature class conversions by contributors for Birmingham, Chicago
and Melbourne.

6.
6.1.

Assessment of Dataset Maturity
Feature-class Trends

Having established that a feature class is targeted for element type conversion, the population of features in that class must be analysed to ascertain if a distinct trend towards
closed-way definitions exists. Annual time-series for nodes and closed-ways in all four
study areas show a marked trend towards closed-way definition. Figure 8 shows combined
trends for the top three feature classes in each study area, with the top three feature
classes for each area listed in brackets after the area name. For London and Birmingham
we observe a clear preference towards node definition during initial map development,
with a more recent progression towards closed-way definition. For the selected feature
classes, Birmingham stands out as a highly mature area. Melbourne is interesting in
that closed way definitions have been dominant from the outset, and continue to diverge
from node definitions. Chicago also shows positive input from contributors, in particular
around 2012, updating features to closed-ways that were initially imported as nodes from
the TIGER data dump. Additionally, the overall decrease in feature counts in Chicago
suggest a process of duplicate removal, a further sign of maturity. Chicago is the only
area where point features still outnumber closed-ways, though the trend indicates this
will cease soon.
Figure 9 displays the trends for the top three feature classes in London: school, pub
and place of worship. In each class there is a clear trend towards closed-way definition
and a gradual reduction in node definitions. Features in the pub class are more likely
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(a) London (school, pub, place of worship)

(b) Birmingham (school, place of worship, pub)

(c) Chicago (fire station, place of worship, school)

(d) Melbourne (parking, place of worship, pub)

Figure 8. Temporal trends in definition as nodes or ways for features.

candidates for inclusion in other structures, and as such are more likely to remain as
nodes. The analysis, however, shows that given appropriate circumstances, i.e. the pub
is an identifiable structure, it can be defined as a closed-way.

(a) school

(b) pub

(c) place of worship
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Feature Maturity Evaluation

If a clear trend exists towards closed-way geometry-type definition for a feature class, the
maturity of individual features in the class can be scored. Figure 10 illustrates the three
possible categories, with examples from the class place of worship. A mature feature
is defined as a closed-way, which may or may not contain other closed-ways of the same
class. Figure 10 illustrates both scenarios: a place of worship as a stand-alone building,
or a place of worship that consists of grounds and an enclosed building.

Figure 10. Maturity evaluation for features

A mature feature can also be a node within another closed-way from a different class.
For example, a place of worship may simply be a room inside an airport. In this case node
definition is appropriate. A duplicate is defined as a node feature and closed-way feature
representing the same real-world object. In this analysis duplicates a identified as nodes
either inside or very near to the boundary of a closed-way with the same amenity and
very similar (>0.8) name tags. Finally, an immature feature is defined as an unenclosed
node. Having established that features in this class should be defined as closed-ways where
possible, either the node should be redefined as a closed-way, or the containing closed-way
is absent. In the latter case we are identifying the absence of another feature. Though
we cannot identify what this feature should be, it is an indication of local immaturity.
For each study area, every feature in the top three feature classes was assigned a
maturity evaluation: 1 for mature features, 0 for immature features and 0.5 for duplicates,
as a mean value capturing the presence of one mature and one immature feature. London
schools have been selected to illustrate this process. First, all features identified in the
school class are assessed (Table 1). The first column lists counts for each closed-way.
Note, each school feature is assessed once based on the largest enclosing element (this
may be simply a building, or bounding grounds). School nodes within other structures are
listed next - very low in this case. Next unenclosed school nodes are listed - as previously
noted, these either require a closed way definition for the school or the enclosing structure
for the school has not been defined. Finally duplicates represent a single count for each
node and closed way pair that define the same underlying school. Theoretically, some
duplicates may be valid outliers, e.g, two node features representing a Kindergarten and
a Primary School enclosed by a closed-way school feature are reasonable definitions of
a joint school campus. Manual inspection of identified duplicates, however, confirmed
these rarely occur. Overall, school features display a strong trend towards closed way
definition.
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Table 1. Annual feature class maturity trend for the school feature class in London, showing a steady
temporal progression in maturity. Breakdown of school feature counts to facilitate maturity evaluation
is shown, with mature features in columns A (closed ways without enclosed nodes) and B (enclosed
nodes), and immature features in columns C (non-enclosed nodes) and D (duplicates). M Score stands
for Maturity Score and is obtained as a weighted sum of the mature, immature and duplicate features.

Year

A

B

C

D

Total

2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015

0
2
172
459
696
1167
1379
1605
1924
2150
2344

0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
1
1
2

0
9
116
392
521
573
536
470
423
374
340

0
0
141
183
190
207
245
255
227
208
188

0
11
429
1034
1407
1947
2161
2331
2575
2733
2874

M Score
A + B + 0.5 × D
0
2
242.5
550.5
791
1270.5
1502.5
1733.5
2038.5
2255
2440

Maturity
[%]
0
18
57
53
56
65
70
74
79
83
85

Figure 11(a) shows the overall evolution in maturity for each of the three feature classes
in London after maturity measures have been evaluated. For each, 100% would represent
a situation where all element types for the feature class were assessed as mature. There is
a significant difference between the three classes in terms of maturity, but in each case a
positive trend is observable. This highlights the importance of combining feature classes
to assess dataset maturity, as a means to reduce the risk of one feature class producing
results inconsistent with a wider trend in the area (see Supplementary information for
the equivalent figures for Nairobi and Christchurch).
We can now quantify the aggregate maturity of the dataset in the entire study area
across all considered feature classes, to reduce the risk of one feature class producing
results inconsistent with a wider trend in the area. Figure 11(b) shows the trends in
aggregate dataset maturity for the four study areas.

(a) London

(b) All study areas

Figure 11. Maturity evaluation by feature class for London, and aggregate dataset maturity
trends for all study areas.

6.3.

Aggregate Maturity and Spatial Variation in Maturity

The maturity of the datasets varies within the study areas. Measuring this variation
allows us to gauge the variation in fitness for use of the dataset. We divide the four
study areas into a regular tessellation of hexagonal cells. Hexagons with a side length of
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1km have been selected for this study. This size provides a sufficient number of node and
way features in each cell for assessment balancing detail and aggregation (Hecht et al.
2013, Törnros et al. 2015). Hexagons provide a constant spacing between neighbouring
centre points and equal length boundaries to its six neighbours and allow for better
approximation of natural boundaries (e.g., coastlines).
The top three feature classes have been considered to compute an aggregate maturity
measure, by summing up the maturity scores for all features contained in a hexagon,
resulting in a maturity score per cell. This is then converted into a maturity percentage
indicator based on the total count of features in the cell (Figure 12). Figure 13 illustrates
a simple example of maturity assessment for one hexagon over three years from 2011 to
2013.

Figure 12. Maturity assessment by hexagon cell. Mi represents the total maturity per class, and
Ti represents the total count of features per class.

Figure 13. Illustration of maturity assessment over three years

6.4.

Spatio-Temporal Dynamics of Dataset Maturity

Figures 14 to 17 illustrate the temporal changes in localised maturity applied across the
four study areas. Four snap-shots have been taken in 2009, 2011, 2013 and 2015. Overall,
as expected from the overall trends, we observe an increase in maturity in time for all
study areas.
London achieves an overall maturity rating of 58% in 2015 (Figure 11), largely due to
the inclusion of the pub class. A gradual movement towards maturity can be observed
with some clusters of low maturity requiring attention. Of the four study areas, Birmingham (Figure 15) reaches the highest level of maturity by 2015. This is largely due to
comprehensive updates by a small group of highly active contributors, as discussed in
Section 5.5.
We detect low dataset maturity in Chicago in 2009 (Figure 11), with very little change
in 2011. By 2013 we observe a distinct effort by contributors to improve the data, though
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Figure 14. London: local maturity evaluation

Figure 15. Birmingham: local maturity evaluation
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this effort is highly clustered in the City north, and the far South-East side (Figure
16). References to external data sources may provide further indicators to the emergent
pattern.
In Melbourne, closed-ways have outnumbered nodes for the selected feature types from
early on (Figure 8). This has also led to a consistently high overall maturity rating for
Melbourne (Figure 11). The distribution of maturity evaluations for Melbourne (Figure
17) shows unusually high regional maturity measures in 2009. Note the clustered nature
of dataset maturity spreading from the North and West.

Figure 16. Chicago: local maturity evaluation

7.

Discussion

We now discuss the use of maturity as an additional data quality element enabling to
reveal local variation of dataset quality (i.e., fitness for use), identifying regions that have
been systematically neglected and require increased editor attention. We also discuss the
limitations of the proposed method.

7.1.

Using Dataset Maturity for Targeted Data Management

Data maturity in an area may increase or decrease over time. A decrease may be caused
e.g., by new features being added in a batch import but represented using inappropriate
element types. Taking London as an example, Figure 18 illustrates a steady progression
in maturity in most areas, where green cells represents any increase in maturity from
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Figure 17. Melbourne: local maturity evaluation

the previous year. Orange and red cells indicate two levels of reduced maturity. In these
cases, further investigation of the dataset by map editors is appropriate. Inter-annual
change is a good indicator of mapper activity and is expected to be particularly useful
after large data imports are made.
Maturity evaluation can be used by map editors to manage map editing efforts, by
identifying areas that require substantial editorial attention, or to compare the homogeneity of dataset maturity. We applied the well-known Gini index of inequality (Gini
1921) to measure the dispersion of maturity evaluations in the time series for the four
areas (Figure 20). In all four areas, the homogeneity of the maturity has increased in
time (Gini index trending down), despite initial increases in inhomogeneity in the early
years of OSM coverage in Chicago and Melbourne. This indicates that the datasets converge to a more homogeneous feature representation in space and in time. Traditional
spatial analysis measures may further be used to analyse the spatial autocorrelation of
the distribution (e.g., Moran’s I), to identify significant clusters of maturity, or identify
maturity hot and cold spots (e.g. Getis-Ord Gi∗ ), thus enabling mapping efforts to be
better managed.
While aggregate cold spot detection provides an initial signal that an area requires
increased attention, nuanced analysis may help identify regions of low maturity systematically neglected by contributors and editors. Consider Figure 19, which shows the
results of an analysis applied to London and Chicago to specifically highlight areas that
in 2015 have a maturity evaluation of 50% or less and an annual change in maturity of
<0. London exhibits a prevalence of such areas in a ring of outer suburbs. Chicago also
exhibits such clusters, in the West of the city and further away from the North shore.
This kind of analysis has the potential to identify areas that may significantly progress
the dataset to higher maturity with relatively little work.
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Figure 18. London: Annual change in local maturity

Figure 19. London and Chicago: areas with Annual Maturity Difference <= 0% and Current
Maturity <= 50%.

7.2.

Attribute Completness vs Feature Definition Maturity

We now test whether feature definition maturity positively correlates with attribute completeness. Positive correlation between these two measures would indicate that dataset
maturity and completness measure similar aspects of a dataset. If so, closed-way features
should be more completely described by attributes than node features. This comparison
will use the London dataset and specifically look at the place of worship feature class.
Figure 21(a) shows the top five keys for all nodes and ways of the place of worship
feature class in London that are also recommended for use by the OSM Wiki - amenity,
religion, name, denomination. Figure 21(b) shows the percentage of nodes and
closed-ways that contain each of the key tags in London. Closed-way features are not
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Figure 20. Temporal trends in aggregate dataset maturity for the four study areas, against the
inequality of the maturity distribution expressed as Gini index).

more completely annotated with attributes than node features and as such, dataset maturity is not necessarily correlated with completeness of attribution and captures a distinct
quality of the dataset that cannot be simply measured by applying traditional data quality measures. In other words, we show that dataset maturity is a measure of a distinct
element of dataset quality and is not simply correlated with completness.

(a) Top 5 tag keys

(b) Counts of common descriptive tags

Figure 21. Descriptive tags associated with the place of worship feature class in London.

8.

Conclusions

Temporal trends allow unspoken agreement amongst mappers and editors in a given area
to be identified and the consensus in feature definition to be tracked. This paper proposes
a methodology for assessing dataset maturity by analysing feature definitions, specifically
the dynamics of geometry type definitions. We propose a method that identifies trends
towards preferred geometry types for a given feature class and quantify how far along
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this trend features in a given region have progressed. A score quantifying local maturity
enables us to decide whether the data are “ripe for the picking”. If the consensus of the
mappers is high and shared across multiple feature classes, this data-driven trend identifies de-facto, or tacit mapping guidelines that are good candidates for formalisation. The
method is particularly useful for areas that have reached high levels of data saturation.
Our methodology seeks to ensure reliability by only selecting feature classes that are
clearly targeted for geometry type conversion by the community and that demonstrate
a clear trend towards a closed-way definition by the local mappers. It also aggregates
the evaluations to minimise the impact of a single feature class. As such, the proposed
measure is a proxy for assessing the fitness for use of the dataset and its spatial variability.
The study of geometry type definition dynamics presents advantages over some of the
indicators explored to date. As an introspective measure, dataset maturity reduces the
reliance on external datasets. We further make no assumptions about feature quality
based on the number of editors or number of edits. While Keßler et al. (2013) assesses
higher versions of features as having higher trustworthiness and Haklay (2010) highlights
the correlation between the number of contributors and positional accuracy, early versions
may also be correctly defined and positionally accurate. Finally, our method can be easily
integrated into a tool that would automatically identify duplicates and nodes that should
be converted to closed ways, or enclosed in an enclosing polygonal feature.
The current rules for identification of node to closed-way conversions were built through
a manual, iterative process and carefully inspected for results. The currently identified set
of node/closed-way conversions pairs could therefore serve as a training set for automated
assessment of dataset maturity by machine learning methods and potentially lead to the
identification of additional conversion rules. In this study, features have been classified
primarily using the amenity, name and building tags, based on manual analysis of
the most frequent tags in converted features. Element type maturity evaluation can be
further refined to consider closed-ways complexity as proposed by Mooney et al. (2010a).
A classification based on topological relations between features following Ali et al. (2014)
could be used to identify the class of the enclosing feature.
The method proposed should be used in conjunction with other quality assessment
measures for categorical statements about the fitness for use. As noted by van Exel
et al. (2010), feature quality can be difficult to assess due to the range of available input
methods (e.g., mapping from imagery, GPS traces, local knowledge and data dumps)
and lack of contributor consensus and experience. The comparison with descriptive completeness suggests that a combined approach that considers both geometric definition
and attributes is essential for a comprehensive evaluation of the fitness for use of a
dataset. Integration with a comprehensive quality monitoring and moderation tool such
as keepright1 would be advantageous, in particular at coarser views of an area of interest.
Finally, this method may provide insights into human preferences and conceptualisation
of geographic primitives, and their cultural variation. This could further inform national
mapping practices and the way mapping guidelines are adapted from country to country.
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